
Making Bihar Hub  for Secured Cyber Infrastructure 

CIMP -BIIF and Redinent Innovations signed MoU to develop competencies, capabilities, and 

consultative solution for the industries and organizations based out of Bihar and Eastern India. 

With the  new Data Protection Data Privacy Act ( DPDP 2023 Act), getting a nod from Indian Parliament, 

it  is extremely important for industries, especially MSMEs in this part of India, to have a knowledge  and 

solutions hub on cyber security in Bihar, that can help them to inculcate tool techniques processes (TTP) 

to safeguard the  Confidentiality, Integrity and Accessibility of their digital assets, which is termed as CIA 

principle in the colloquial language of Cyber security world. 

 Redinent Innovations is a renowned Indian Cyber Security Start up that works closely with CERT-IN,   

apex cyber security body under MEITY, BEL, TCIL, USI, and many organizations across the world, has 

been associated with CIMP-BIIF for a long time, on the topics of entrepreneurship development, 

providing mentorship  to B-Hub startups.  

Redinent Innovations has been credited for finding multiple “Zero  Day” vulnerabilities in products of 

global companies such as Bosch, Dhaua, Hikvision and recently vulnerabilities due to misconfigurations 

in Teslamate software  renowned Tesla car. 

Redinent and CIMP-BIIF will team up to set with a Model Security Excellence Centre (SEC), covering IT, 

IoT, OT cloud computing, Mobile devices, which will help organizations and institutions in Bihar and 

adjoining areas, to against cybercrimes, cyber-attacks incidence and cyber warfare. 

CIMP-BIIF, CEO, Sh. Kumod Kumar, Director CIMP Dr. Rana Singh, and Sh. Divyanshu Verma, CEO, 

Redinent innovations, have jointly committed that this SEC will help to shape up the research and 

entrepreneurship ecosystem around Cyber security in Bihar. Cyber security /Data Security is a very 

upcoming domain and many new initiatives among CIMP-BIIF and Redinent Innovations is planned in 

future,  to create a world class talent pool of Cyber defenders in Bihar, in line with Israel’s  Model of 

Cyber Security capabilities and competency development with an  aspiration to make  Bihar a Cyber 

Security Start up Hub in this part of world. 

 



 


